
Use imagery and figurative  language to convey the  power and 
majesty of these  natural wonders.

Write  a story about a group of friends who discover a 
hidden cave  on a hike  and what they find inside.

Imagine  you are  a cave  explorer. Write  a journal entry about your 
day exploring a new cave  and the  obstacles you faced.

Write  a spooky story about a group of explorers who become 
lost in a dark, eerie  cave  and encounter something unexpected.

Imagine  you are  a bat living in a cave. Write  a narrative  from 
the  bat's  perspective, describing a typical day in the  cave  

and the  challenges it faces.
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Create  a story about a group of adventurers who explore  a 
dangerous cave  and uncover an ancient treasure.

Create  a fictional story about a civilization of people  who 
live  in caves and what the ir daily life  is  like.

Write  a personal narrative  about a time you went on a cave  tour 
or explored a cave, and what you learned from the  experience.

Imagine  you are  a scientist who has discovered a new species 
of bat in a cave. Write  a research paper describing the  bat's  

physical characteristics, behavior, and habitat.

Imagine  you are  a character in a story who discovers a 
magical cave  with a secret power. Write  a story about how 

you use  that power to change the  world around you.
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5. Write  a poem about the  beauty and danger of caves. Use  imagery and figurative  language  to convey 
the  power and majesty of these  natural wonders.

1. Write  a story about a group of friends who discover a hidden cave  on a hike  and what they find inside.

2. Imagine  you are  a cave  explorer. Write  a journal entry about your day exploring a new cave  and the  
obstacles you faced.

3. Write  a spooky story about a group of explorers who become lost in a dark, eerie  cave  and encounter 
something unexpected.

4. Imagine  you are  a character in a story who discovers a magical cave  with a secret power. Write  a story 
about how you use  that power to change  the  world around you.

10. Create  a story about a group of adventurers who explore  a dangerous cave  and uncover an 
ancient treasure.

7. Write  a personal narrative  about a time you went on a cave  tour or explored a cave, and what you 
learned from the  experience.

9. Imagine  you are  a character in a story who discovers a magical cave  with a secret power. Write  a 
story about how you use  that power to change  the  world around you.

6. Create  a fictional story about a civilization of people  who live  in caves and what the ir daily life  is 
like.

8. Imagine  you are  a scientist who has discovered a new species of bat in a cave. Write  a research 
paper describing the  bat's  physical characteristics, behavior, and habitat.

Cave  Writing Ideas
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